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ABSTRACT
SPHERE (Spectro-Polarimetric High-contrast Exoplanet Research) is a new instrument for the VLT aimed at the direct
detection of exo-planets. It has received its first light in May 2014. ZIMPOL (Zurich Imaging Polarimeter) is the
imaging polarimeter subsystem of the SPHERE instrument. It's capable of both high accuracy and high sensitivity
polarimetry but can also be used as a classical imager. It is located behind an extreme AO system and a stellar
coronagraph. ZIMPOL operates at visible wavelengths (600-900 nm) which is best suited to detect the very faint
reflected and hence polarized visible light from extra solar planets. It has an instantaneous Field of View of 3 x 3 arcsec2
(extendable to 8 arcsec diameter) with an angular resolution of 14 mili-arcsec. We discuss the results that are obtained
from the full SPHERE-ZIMPOL system testing. In particular the optical, polarimetric and high contrast performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION
[1][2][3]

SPHERE-ZIMPOL
(Spectro-Polarimetric High Contrast Exoplanet Research - Zurich Imaging Polarimeter) is one
of the first instruments which aim for the direct detection of reflected light from extra-solar planets. The instrument will
search for direct light from old planets with orbital periods of a few months to a few years as we know them from our
solar system. These are planets which are in or close to the habitable zone.
The reflected radiation is generally polarized [4][5] and the degree of polarization may be particularly high at short
wavelengths < 1μm due to Rayleigh scattering by molecules and scattering by haze particles in planetary atmospheres.
For this reason the visual-red spectral region is well suited for planet polarimetry.
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The search foor reflected ligght from extra-solar planetts is very dem
manding, becau
use the signall decreases raapidly with thee
orbital separaation a. For a Jupiter-sized object and a separation of 1 AU the plaanet/star contra
rast to be achiieved is on thee
order of 10-8 for a successfful detection [6]. This is mucch more demaanding than th
he direct imagging of young self-luminouss
planets. Thereefore SPHER
RE-ZIMPOL will
w be capablee to investigatte only the verry nearest starrs for the polaarization signaal
from extra-soolar planets. There
T
are half a dozen of goood candidate systems for which
w
giant pllanets should be detectablee,
even if their pproperties are not ideal (low
w albedo, not hhighly polarizzed). In anotheer handful targgets there is so
ome chance too
find high-pollarization plannets, if they exist around them. For sttars further away a detecttion of reflectted light withh
SPHERE-ZIM
MPOL will bee difficult. Att the present m
moment only three instrum
ments at 8 metter class telescopes providee
high angular resolution poolarimetric caapabilities in tthe near InfraaRed: NAOS-CONICA[7] oon the VLT, HiCIAO[8] onn
Subuaru andd GPI[9] on Gemini
G
South
h. SPHERE-Z
ZIMPOL willl be unique for providinng high angu
ular resolutionn
polarimetry inn the visible.
In this paper w
we present thee high contrasst polarimetricc results obtain
ned for the fully integrated SPHERE-ZIM
MPOL system
m
in the lab in G
Grenoble, Frannce. We descrribe the impacct of crucial sy
ystem parametters – coronaggraphs, atmosp
pheric
conditions, sppectral band and
a input polarrization - on thhe contrast peerformance. Fu
urther we disccuss several in
nstrument
effects that haave impact onn the polarimetric high contr
trast performan
nce.

2.
2 INSTRU
UMENT DESCRIPTION
N
E
2.1 SPHERE
ZIMPOL is one of the four
fo sub-systeems of SPHE
ERE (see figu
ure 1). The design
d
of SPH
HERE is diviided into four
subsystems; tthe CPI[10] (Coommon Path and Infrastruccture) and the three sciencee channels: a ddifferential im
maging cameraa
IRDIS[11] (Innfrared Dual Imager and Spectrograph)
S
), an Integrall Field Spectrrograph (IFS))[12] and a viisible imagingg
polarimeter ((ZIMPOL). Thhe instrumentt will be mouunted to the Nasmyth
N
platfform rather thhan directly attached
a
to thee
telescope Nassmyth rotator which is not adapted to carrry the full ch
harge of the instrument bencch. All the sub
b-systems willl
be mounted oonto a bench which
w
is activeely damped byy a pneumaticc servo-contro
olled system aand equipped with
w a thermaal
cover. SPHER
RE is installedd at the VLT and
a received ffirst light in eaarly May 2014
4.
ZIMPOL expploits a cascadde of three tech
hniques to achhieve the requ
uired high contrast:
1)

Extreme Adaptive Opttics [14] to corrrect for turbullence induced by the Earth’ s atmosphere

2)

Coronagraphy to remo
ove the light oof the central star
s

3)

Polarimeetry as differeential techniquue to search for
f polarized planets in thee residual light halo of thee
unpolarizzed star [13][16]

Figure 1 (left) SPHER
RE installed on the VLT UT3 - image J.F. Sau
uvage (right) Th
he ZIMPOL higgh contrast polaarimeter.

2.2 Coronagraphs
The basic concept of the ZIMPOL coronagraph is a combination of a set of broad band classical Lyot coronagraphs and
two monochromatic Four Quadrant Phase Masks[15] (4QPM) which provide a smaller inner working angle. The inner
working angles of the 3 λ/D and 5 λ/D Lyot coronagraphs are at 47 and 78 mas respectively. The Lyot Coronagraph
mask radii are specified at 600 nm. The inner working angle of the 4QPM masks are expected to be around 20 mas.
The 5 λ/D Lyot mask in combination with broad band filters is foreseen to be the ZIMPOL main work horse for the
initial planet detection given its robustness and photon collecting power. However, the planet contrast will improve
rapidly with smaller star-planet separation and hence for follow up observation the coronagraphs with smaller working
angle will be highly beneficial.
Table 1 SPHERE-ZIMPOL coronagraph configurations that have been used for our tests

Mask (ID)
Lyot 3λ/D (CLC2)
Lyot 5λ/D (CLC5)
4Quadrant Phase Mask at 656 nm (4QPM1)
4Quadrant Phase Mask at 820 nm (4QPM2)

Suspension
Substrate
Suspended
Substrate
Substrate

Field Stop
1 x 1 asec2
1 x 1 asec2
8 arcsec diameter
8 arcsec diameter

Lyot Stop Transmission (ID)
56 % (STOP2)
78 % (STOP1)
73 % (STOP3)
73 % (STOP3)

2.3 Spectral filters
ZIMPOL is equipped with several filter wheels: one common wheel and two non-common wheels in each arm. Among
many other filters the common wheel contains several Neutral Density (ND) filters to control the flux levels. The NDfilters can be combined with the transmission filters in the non-common wheels. For our tests we have used the V
(550/80), NR (655/60), NI (820/80) and VBB (750/290) filters where the numbers in brackets express the filter Central
Wavelength/Bandwidth in nm.
2.4 Single Difference – FLC switch
The basic ZIMPOL principle [17] for high-precision polarization measurements includes a fast polarization modulator
with a modulation frequency in the kHz range, combined with a CCD [17][18] detector which demodulates the intensity
signal in synchronism with the polarization modulation. The modulation frequency is much faster than the seeing
variations and therefore ZIMPOL is able to capture two subsequent images with nearly identical turbulent phase screens.
The polarization modulator and associated polarizer convert the degree-of-polarization signal into a fractional
modulation of the intensity signal which is then measured in a demodulating detector system by a differential intensity
measurement between the two modulator states. Each active pixel measures both the high and the low states of the
intensity modulation and dividing the differential signal by the average signal eliminates essentially all gain changes,
notably changes of atmospheric transparency or electronic gain drifts.

2.5 Double Difference – HWP2 switch
By rotating a half-wave plate (HWP2) far upstream in the optical path by 45◦, the sign of the incoming Stokes Q
polarization is reversed. The instrumental aberrations, on the other hand, remain unchanged, resulting in the same
background landscape as before. If the polarization images before and after the signal switching are subtracted from one
another, the real polarization signals of the astronomical target add up constructively while the static background is
canceled out.

2.6 Turbulence Simulator
A turbulence simulator is located at the optical entrance of the SPHERE bench. The turbulence is generated by a rotating
phase screen [20]. For our tests we have used typical conditions of 0.85 arcsec seeing and 12.5 m/s windspeed that
correspond to the ‘normal’ conditions that are foreseen at the VLT. The turbulence simulator is fed by a high energetic
broad band source (Energetiq LDLS EQ-99FLC). This source produces a reasonable flat spectrum over the 500 – 790
nm band and has peaks at 820 and 880 nm.
2.7 Instrument Polarization
To achieve high contrast performance the polarized input signal at the ZIMPOL detectors must be lower than about 1%.
Therefore we have characterized the polarimetric behaviour of the turbulence simulator and the SPHERE optical bench
[21]
. The polarization Q/I measured at the ZIMPOL detectors is a combination of polarization introduced before HWP2
(the Turbulence Simulator and mirror M4) and polarization introduced after HWP2 (the SPHERE optical components –
in particular the derotator). To minimize the input polarization at the ZIMPOL detectors we have used a twofold
strategy: 1) to minimize the input polarization introduced before HWP2 the HWP2 rotation is set at a Q/I zero crossing.
The subsequent 45 degree HWP2 switch will also be at a zero crossing and 2) to minimize the input polarization
introduced after HWP2 we have used the ZIMPOL internal Polarization Compensator.

3. DATA REDUCTION
[24]

The basic data reduction steps
are as follows. Bias is subtracted based on the pre –and overscan regions of the
individual frames. The data is split in two datasets corresponding to the two HWP2 settings of the DD measurement.
Each dataset is split up in sets of two consecutive frames and these sets are converted to Stokes Q taken into account the
ZIMPOL CCD double phase mode operation. The Q frames are averaged and the end results are two final frames where
each frame corresponds to a SD measurement. The two averaged SD frames are subtracted and divided by two to yield
the final DD Stokes Q frame. An identical procedure is applied where the sets of two consecutive frames are converted
to Stokes I taken into account the ZIMPOL double phase mode operation. This will yield the final DD Stokes I frame.
From these two final DD frames it’s obvious to obtain the overall normalized Stokes Q/I frame. The contrast is estimated
from the noise level in the final averaged images. We will present our results as plots of azimuthal statistics as function
of radial separation from the PSF peak. The azimuthal statistics are calculated over a ring with the width of a resolution
element λ/D, i.e. 3 pixels.

4. PERFORMANCE MODELING
The ZIMPOL performance simulations are done with the CAOS [22] problem solving environment and are extensively
described in Thalmann[23]. The model data that we present in this study is obtained with the same simulation code. Both
the CAOS model data and the experimental data is processed by the same data reduction software to produce the
standard contrast curves as shown in Figure 2. This figure is obtained with input parameters according to Standard Case
4 (SC4) as described by Thalmann[23] unless specified otherwise. We have used an integration time of about 1 hour to
match the photon noise with our experimental data. The simulation of Figure 1 matches with our standard experimental
test case:
-

Coronagraph:
Filter:
Atmospheric conditions:
Incoming polarization:

Classical Lyot 5 λ/D
NR
Seeing 0.85 arcsec and wind speed 12.5 m/s
Minimized

The results as of Figure 2 shown a standard diagram with the azimuthally averaged PSF Intensity signal or the rms-noise
calculated for the corresponding azimuthal ring. The graphs include from the top to bottom:
-

The azimuthally averaged non-coronagraphic PSF normalized to the peak signal. The azimuthal average is the
mean of a ring with a width of a resolution element λ/D.

-

The azimuthally averaged coronagraphic P
PSF normalizeed to the peak
k signal of thhe non-coronaagraphic PSF
F.
Averraging is donee as above.
The rms-noise level for the differential pollarization sign
nal. It is distinguished bettween the sin
ngle-differencee
noise for HWP2 position
p
0 deg
grees and 45 ddegrees and th
he double diffference noise when combin
ning these twoo
signals.
The photon noise limit.

Figure 2 Sim
mulated contrastt curves from th
he CAOS moddel output of th
he standard test case using thee input parametters of Standardd
Case4 (Thalmaann[23]). Curvess from top to bo
ottom: non-coroonagraphic proffile, coronagraphic profile, Sinngle Difference polarization for
HWP2 at 00 annd 45 deg, Doubble Difference polarization, phhoton noise lim
mit. Confidence level 1-sigma.

5. HIGH CO
ONTRAST P
PERFORMA
ANCE MEA
ASUREMEN
NTS
nts done for SPHERE-ZIM
S
MPOL. First we
w describe thee
This section describes the high contrastt performancee measuremen
c
Subsequ
uently we inveestigate the im
mpact on the standard test case if we ch
hange a singlee
results of a sstandard test case.
parameter. T
The parameterrs under inveestigation are spectral filteers, coronagraaphs, atmosphheric conditio
ons and inpuut
polarization. Each test takees about 30 miinutes and inccludes of the order
o
of 1000 frames.
5.1 Standard test case
The standard setup for the high contrast tests is:
-

Coroonagraph:
Filteer:
Atm
mospheric condditions:
Incooming polarizaation:

Classsical Lyot 5 λλ/D
NR
Seeiing 0.85 arcseec and wind sp
peed 12.5 m/s
Min
nimized

The results off the standard test case are displayed
d
in F
Figure 3 and th
he contrast curves are show
wn in Figure 4.

Figure 3 Meassured images for
f the standard
d test case. Imaages: top row from
f
left to righ
ht: single differ
erence polarizattion HWP2 at 0
degrees, at 45 degrees and double
d
differencce combing thee two. (bottom left) normalizeed coronagraphhic PSF, (midd
dle) polarimetricc
noise and (righht) contrast. Thee radius of the circle
c
is 100 maas.

The comparisson of the sim
mulated (Figuree 2) and meassured (Figure 4)
4 test curve reveal the folloowing points:
-

The measured corronagraphic PSF profile maatches very weell with the sim
mulated curvees.
The measured SD
D contrast cu
urves (1×10-6 at 240 mas) are about a factor
f
of 3 beetter than preedicted by thee
simuulations (3×100-6 at 240 mas))
The measured DD
D contrast (8×10-7 at 200 m
mas) is about 4 times lower than
t
predictedd by the simullations (2×10-7
at 2000 mas)
The double difference (HWP2 switch) providdes in the sim
mulation an additional gain ccontrast of about a factor of
Figure 2). Thhe measurement results shoow only a smaall improvemeent here, perhhaps by a facttor 2. It seemss
10 (F
that the HWP2 sw
witch does not help as muchh as expected.

We have inveestigated the latter
l
issue in more detail aand we conclu
uded that smalll beamshift efffects seem to
o dominate thee
noise perform
mance of SPH
HERE-ZIMPO
OL. Beamshift
ft measuremen
nts on variouss componentss of the SPHE
ERE-ZIMPOL
L
system reveall the followingg shifts as measured on the ZIMPOL dettectors:
HWP2

0.05
5 pix

when switcheed over 45 deg
grees

Derotatoor

0.1 pix
p

when rotated
d over 90 degreees

FLC

0.01 pix

when switcheed between tw
wo states

Especially thee beamshifts from
f
HWP2 and
a the derotaator are much higher than anticipated. In principle we should expecct
that pure beam
mshifts can bee taken into acccount in the ddata processin
ng, i.e. measurring the beam
mshifts and corrrecting for thee
beamshift beffore the framee combination
n. However, iff we do so we only achieve a modest conntrast improveement of abouut
10 – 30 %.

Figure 4 Meassured contrast curves
c
for the standard test caase. Curves fro
om top to bottom: non-coronag
agraphic profilee, coronagraphicc
profile, Single Difference pollarization for HWP2
H
at 00 annd 45 deg, Dou
uble Difference polarization, pphoton noise lim
mit. Confidencee
level 1-sigma.

To find a bettter corresponndence betweeen the measurrements and the
t simulation
ns we have addjusted two grroups of inpuut
parameters of the CAOS model and keept the rest oof the input parameters as of the Standaard Case4[23]. The adjustedd
parameters ass listed in Tabble 2 only haave impact onn the pre-coron
nagraph differential and poost coronagrap
ph differentiaal
wave front errrors.
Table 2 In
nput parameterrs for the CAOS
S performance simulation.
s

Standard Casse4

Adjusteed to

CPI differen
ntial beam shiift (nm)

0

30

ZIIM phase diffferential aberraation (nm)

0.75

0.255

ZIM
M pointing diffferential aberrration (nm)

0.75

0

ZIM beam
mshift effect ((nm)

0.75

0

The resultingg simulation iss shown in Fig
gure 5 and wee conclude a good
g
match with Figure 4. W
We see that by
y reducing thee
ZIMPOL diffferential aberrration the SD performance iis improved whereas
w
the in
ncrease of the CPI differential aberrationss
reduces the gain in DD perrformance.

We must rem
mark that in thhe current stag
ge the adjusteed numbers caan only be con
nsidered as ‘ffitting’ parameters to matchh
the simulationns with the measurements.
m
If we convert
rt the measured beamshifts (Δx) to waveffront errors (Δ
Δw) accordingg
to Δw = Δx/(2F) where F = 221 the F-number at thhe ZIMPOL detector
d
we arrive at 1.5 nnm for the ZIM differentiaal
aberration annd at about 155 nm for the CPI
C differentiaal aberration, i.e. values th
hat differ signiificantly from
m the adjustedd
input parameeters. Therefoore we conclu
ude that otheer mechanism
ms then pure differential aaberrations arre causing thee
ZIMPOL performance deggradation.

Figure 5 Simuulated contrast curves from th
he CAOS modeel output of thee standard test case using thee input parametters of Standardd
Case4 with adj
djusted input paarameters as off Table 2 . Curvves from top to
o bottom: non-coronagraphic profile, coronaagraphic profilee,
Single Differennce polarizationn for HWP2 att 00 and 45 degg, Double Diffeerence polarizaation, photon nooise limit. Confidence level 1sigma.

5.2 Spectrall filters
Measurementts as of the staandard test casse but for diffe
ferent color fillters were carrried out. Figurre 6 shows thee contrast
plots for the sshorter waveleength in the V filter and in tthe longer waavelength in th
he NI filter.
As expected tthe AO and cooronagraphic performance
p
iis better for lo
onger wavelen
ngth. This is paarticularly weell visible for
a radius beyoond 120 mas where
w
the coro
onagraphic perrformance is about
a
a factor of 3 better in the I-band. However,
H
at
the same timee the differenttial polarimetrry works betteer at short wav
velengths so th
hat in the end the overall co
ontrast
performance is comparablee for the two wavelengths.
w
W
We have meassured the conttrast at a separration of 240 mas and
obtain for filtters, V, NR, annd NI the sam
me limit of 4×110-7.
That polarimeetry works better at short wavelength
w
is aan interesting result and is illustrated
i
by tthe Double Difference
polarization iimages in Figuure 7. The imaages show thaat the NI-band
d differential polarization
p
siggnal is much more
m affectedd

by residual sppeckles and diiffraction effects. Thus the llower AO and
d coronagraph
h performancee at short waveelengths is
compensated by the improvved polarimettry.

Figure 6 Compparison of the measured
m
PSF and
a contrast currves for the stan
ndard test case with
w V-filter (leeft) and the NI-filter (right).
Curves from toop to bottom: noon-coronagraph
hic profile, coroonagraphic proffile, Single Diffference polarizaation for HWP2
2 at 00 and 45
deg, Double Difference polariization, photon noise limit.

Figure 7 Meassured images foor DD-polarization for V-filter (left) and NI-fi
filter (right). The radius of the ccircle is 100 maas.

5.3 Coronaggraphs
Measurementts as of the staandard test case but with diifferent coronaagraphs were made. The staandard curvess are displayedd
in Figure 8. W
We concentraate here on the difference oof the smallerr 3λ/D-Lyot mask
m
and the 44QPM1 with respect to thee
standard test case taken with the 5λ/D-sttandard mask..
us of 100 mass approximately the same PSF
P profiles aas the standard
d 5λ/D maskss.
Both coronaggraphs have outside a radiu
The 3 λ/D corronagraph andd the 4QPM1 provide signiificantly smalller inner work
king angles off about 55 mass for the 3 λ/D
D

mask and as low as perhapps 25 mas forr the 4 QPM11 (IWA for th
he 5 λ/D mask
k is about 90 mas). The peeak flux of thee
4QPM1 in thhe center is only about 30 times higherr than at 100 mas and this should not ccause severe problems
p
withh
detector saturration.
To investigate the residual speckle and diffraction
d
efffects close to the
t PSF core in
i more detaill we have don
ne test with thee
4QPM2 coroonagraph in thhe NI-band. We
W expect theese effects to be most pronounced for tthis case. Thee SD and DD
D
polarization iimages obtainned with the 4QPM2
4
in NII-band are sho
own in Figure 9. In the SD
D images we see a distincct
polarized ringg pattern. Unnfortunately we
w also see inn the figure th
hat this patterrn also survivves the DD-su
ubtraction andd
causes relativvely high noise levels. This is particular hharmful close to the PSF co
ore where polaarimetric plan
net detection iss
most favorablle.

Figure 8 Compparison of the PSF
P and contrasst curves for thee 3λ/D mask (leeft) and the 4QPM1 (right) in the NR band. Curves
C
from topp
to bottom: nonn-coronagraphic profile, coronagraphic proffile, Single Diffference polarizzation for HWPP2 at 00 and 45
4 deg, Doublee
Difference polaarization, photoon noise limit.

Figure 9 Meassured polarization images for 4QOM2
4
with N
NI-filter from left to right: singlle difference poolarization HWP2 at 0 degreess,
at 45 degrees aand double diffference combin
ng the two SD iimages. In the two SD images we see a polaarized ring patttern close to thee
PSF core. Thiss ring pattern dooesn’t completeely subtract out as can be seen in the DD-imag
ge. The radius oof the circle is 100
1 mas.

5.4 Atmosph
heric conditioons
Measurementts as of the staandard test caase but for diffferent atmosp
pheric conditions were madde. We carried
d out test withh
the turbulence simulator foor 3 different wind
w
speeds. They represen
nt, besides thee average cond
ndition with a seeing of 0.855

arcsec and avverage wind speed
s
of 12.5 m/s, poor connditions with a wind speed
d of 37.5 m/s aand good con
nditions with a
wind speed oof 6.3 m/s. Thhe standard cu
urves are dispplayed in Figu
ure 10. As expected the atm
mospheric turrbulence has a
signifcant im
mpact on the high
h
contrast performance.
p
T
The AO perfo
ormance is sig
gnificantly beetter for good conditions byy
about a factoor of 10. Thee difference in
n the final poolarimetric co
ontrast is in th
he end aboutt a factor of 4.
4 Particularlyy
interesting iss that the diffference occurs mainly beetween the po
oor and mediium conditionns while therre is hardly a
difference in polarimetric contrast
c
perfo
ormance betweeen medium and
a good cond
ditions. This ssuggests that one
o should noot
seek for partticularly goodd atmosphericc conditions ffor high contrrast imaging with ZIMPO
OL. This stateement must of
course be connfirmed with real
r on-sky ob
bservations.

Figure 10 Com
mparison of thee PSF and contrrast curves for low wind speed (left) and hig
gh wind speed ((right) in the NR
N band. Curves
from top to boottom: non-coroonagraphic pro
ofile, coronagraaphic profile, Single
S
Differencce polarization for HWP2 at 00 and 45 degg,
Double Differeence polarizatioon, photon noisee limit.

The reason ffor the relativvely small diifference betw
ween the bad
d and medium
m conditions is similar to
o the case forr
measurementts for differennt wavelengthss. If the AO pperformance is
i good then the
t PSF is lesss smeared and shows moree
speckles whiich reduces thhe polarimetrric performannce because of
o the larger impact of beeam shift effe
fect for strongg
gradients. Thhis is illustrated in Figure 11
1 that shows nnoise in the fin
nal Double Diifference polaarization imag
ge for poor andd
good atmosphheric conditions.

Figure 11 Meaasured images for DD-polarization for good atmospheric co
onditions (left) and poor atmosspheric conditions (right). Thee
radius of the ciircle is 100 mass.

5.5 Input polarization
One could imagine that the performance is reduced if the overall polarization of the incoming star light is polarized by
interstellar matter or the telescope. With flat field illuminations free of strong intensity gradients it was demonstrated that
highest sensitivity of 10-5 could only be achieved if the polarization of the illumination was less than about 1%[24].
Measurements as of the standard test case but with different levels of input polarization were made. The limited
performance of the standard test case is not caused by the polarization of the illuminating point source. We have checked
this with high contrast tests inducing for the incoming light a high polarization of 3.2%. The measured double difference
noise performance was not affected by this when compared to very low polarized (<0.2%) incoming light. One reason
for not seeing an effect is that the polarimetric sensitivity is reduced in the high contrast tests due to the beam-shift effect
acting on the speckle pattern of the PSF. Thus the effect of the polarized incoming light seems to be too small to be
noticed in the high contrast data. We conclude that instrumental polarization is not critical, unless the polarimetric
contrast can be further enhanced toward the previously anticipated goal value.

6. DISCUSSION
The high contrast measurement data as presented in the previous section strongly indicates that complex beamshifts
effects have a strong impact on the SPHERE-ZIMPOL performance. In this section we will discuss several components
that will introduce beam deviations between the two orthogonal linear polarization states in the optical path.
6.1 HWP2 beamshifts
In the SPHERE-ZIMPOL system we observe that HWP2 introduces a beamshift on the ZIMPOL CCDs of about 0.1
pixel where 1 pixel has a size of 60×60 micron. We can attribute this beamshift to a cutting error of the HWP2 crystal,
i.e. the crystal is not cut exactly parallel to the crystal optical axis. The dispersion angle α between the e –and o-beam is
then given by

tan

tan ∆
∆

where Δθ is the cutting error and ne = 1.55051 and no = 1.54148 for Crystal Quartz at 670 nm. In the SPHERE-ZIMPOL
optical system HWP2 is located 187 mm from the F/15 VLT input focal plane. The focal ratio of the camera lens on the
ZIMPOL CCD is F/221. An angular beam deviation at the location of HWP2 will hence be magnified as a beam
displacement on the ZIMPOL CCD by a factor of 187×(221/15) = 2755.
We calculate that a beamshift of 0.1 pixel is caused by a cutting error of only 0.01 deg (36 asec). From a manufacturing
point of view this seems like an excellent achievement. However, the location of HWP2 in the SPHERE optical setup
magnifies the beam deviation by a factor of 2755.

6.2 FLC beamshifts
In the SPHERE-ZIMPOL system we observe that the FLC introduces a beamshift at the ZIMPOL CCDs of about 0.01
pixel where 1 pixel has a size of 60×60 micron. The FLC consists of a thin layer of liquid crystals confined between two
relatively thick and stiff fused silica substrates. Small glass spheres are used as spacers between the substrates to achieve
a gap of about 3 micron thickness. We assume that the beamshift is caused by a small wedge angle in the liquid crystal
gap. To estimate the wedge angle we proceed as follows.
The beamshift of 0.01 pixel on the ZIMPOL CCD corresponds to about 1 micron. The FLC is located in a collimated
beam just in front of the ZIMPOL camera lens with a focal length of about 1400 mm. Therefore the angular beam
deviation introduced by the FLC will be about (1×10-3)/1400 = 7×10-7 radians and the wedge angle γ = (7×10-7)/Δn =
6.5×10-6 radians ~ 1 arcsec. The FLC diameter is about 25 mm and so the error in the spherical spacers is in the order of
25 × 6.5×10-6 ~ 0.15 micron.

From a manuufacturing poinnt of view thiis seems a verry good achiev
vement. However, we see tthat in the ZIM
MPOL opticaal
system the sm
mall differential tilt will be levered
l
by a ffactor of 1400 to show up as a beamshift on the ZIMPO
OL CCDs.

6.3 Polarizeed ring structure
Fabry Perot[226](FP) effectss in the FLC[225] can cause a residual rin
ng structure in
n the polarizaation signal as
a observed inn
Figure 9 and hence a residuual noise patteern.
The FLC conntains a (very accurate) parrallel gap betw
ween two subsstrate filled with
w liquid cryystals. The inside of the twoo
substrate plattes are coatedd with an ITO
O (Indium Tinn Oxide) coatiing to serve as
a electrodes. The reflectan
nce of the ITO
O
coating is relatively high compared
c
to standard anti-rreflection coattings. The FLC gap and refflective ITO coatings
c
act ass
FP etalon. M
Moreover, swittching of the FLC will chaange the index
x of refraction
n of the gap aand will thereefore induce a
change in thee FP transmisssion profile (seee Figure 12)..
The PSF can be calculated as an integrall over the specctral band of a mono-chrom
matic Airy patttern weighted
d with the evenn
and odd transsmission profiiles. This givees slightly diffferent PSFe an
nd PSFo profiiles for the tw
wo FLC switch
hing states andd
hence ring shhaped residualls will show up
u in the polar
arized image given
g
by (PSF
Fe-PSFo)/(PSFFe+PSFo) as can
c be seen inn
Figure 12.

Figure 12 (rigght) Fabry Perrot effects in the
t FLC transm
mission profilees for the two FLC switchinng states (right) Residual SD
D
polarization siggnal

An FP-etalonn might be sennsitive to the angle of inciddence. This means
m
that beaam shift effect
cts that are cau
used upstream
m
might have iimpact on FP
P output pattern and therebby on the pollarization patttern. Howeveer, the observed beam shifft
effects are so small that theey can’t give rise
r to differennces in the tw
wo SD images,, i.e. the tilt anngles in the FL
LC cavity leadd
han the wavellength. In otheer words, the FP pattern inn
to differentiaal optical pathh lengths orders of magnituude smaller th
both SD imagges is nearly similar
s
and will
w subtract inn the DD. Sincce this is not the case we cconclude that FP effects aree
not the main ccause of the performance
p
degradation.
d

mshifts
6.4 Metallicc mirror beam
The observedd beamshifts for the derottator are attriibuted to the small spatial and angularr deviations from specularr
reflection. Suuch deviationns are classified as Goos-H
Hanchen[27] (G
GH) effect fo
or a linear poolarized input beam and ass
[28]
Imbert-Federrov (IF) efffect for a circcular polarize d input beam
m (see Figure 13 copied froom Merano[300]). The GoosHanchen beam
m deviations occur in the plane
p
of incideence whereas the Imbert-Feederov deviatiions are normal to the planee
of incidence. In the conteext of SPHER
RE-ZIMPOL bbeam deviatio
ons to first order we are oonly concerneed with linearr
polarization aand therefore we
w will only concentrate
c
onn the Goos-Haanchen effect.

Figure 13 Pollarized beamshiifts effects in metallic
m
mirrorss. Panel (a) sho
ows the spatial Goos-Hanchenn effect, panel (b) the angulaar
m
Imbert-Fedorovv effect, panell (c) the spatiaal Imbert-Fedorrov effect and panel (d) the angular Goos--Hanchen effecct. Copied from
Merano[30].

To calculate tthe spatial and angular Goo
os-Hanchen ddisplacements we follow the approach ass outlined by Aiello[29]. Thee
spatial (Δ) annd angular (Θ)) GH-displacements are givven by

∆

,
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Θ

,

‐

,

θ
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,

a the subscrript p,s indicaate the p- and s-polarizationn directions. For
F SPHEREwhere θo is tthe beam diveerging angle and
ZIMPOL we replace this expression by the
t beam openning angle acccording to the F-number off the optical sy
ystem

1
2

The quantity Dp,s is given by
b

,

,

,
,

where θ is thee angle of inciidence and rp,ss are the Fresnnel reflection coefficients
c
with complex inndex of refracction given byy

These equatioons assume ann air-metal intterface where the index of refraction of air is unity annd the compleex index of thee
metal is givenn by

For a first esstimate we asssume a silver coating for th
the optics. Wee trace the beam deviations
ns to the ZIMP
POL detectorss
according to

_

2
_

1

2

221
15
1

∆

∆

221
15

where pix = 60 micron, thhe factor of 2 comes from ttwo derotatorr mirrors at 55
5 deg angle oof incidence, (221/15)
(
is thee
ratio of F-num
mbers at the ZIMPOL
Z
cam
mera and the deerotator, L = 350 mm whicch is about thee average disttance from thee
derotator to thhe F/15 VLT--focus. The ressults are show
wn in Figure 14.
It seems that the calculatedd values for th
he spatial beaamshift corresspond very reaasonable withh the measured
d values of ann
overall beamsshift of 0.1 piixels. Howeveer, the model ppredicts angu
ular beamshifts that are mucch larger than
n the measuredd
values. The pprobable causse for this deeviation is thaat the he layeered structure of the derota
tator coating is
i much moree
complex thann can be descriibed by the wavelength deppendent index of refraction of silver.

Figure 14 Estiimated beam shhifts at the ZIMP
POL detector ass caused by thee Goos-Hanchen
n spatial (red) aand angular (blu
ue) deviations.

6.5 Future work
Currently we are working on a system model that assumes that what we see on the detector is not pure beamshift effect.
Some components (HWP2, derotator, FLC) will split the unpolarized input beam in orthogonal polarized sub-beams.
Components further downstream will again split a single sub-beam in two other sub-sub beams. So on the detector we
see some superposition of sub-beams where each sub-beam is slightly displaced w.r.t. the other sub-beams and each subbeam might have different amplitude then the other sub-beams. In general the first element splits the beam in two subbeams, the second element splits the beam in four sub-beams, the third element splits the beam in eight sub-beams, etc.
This would also explain why correcting for the beam shift only gives rather modest performance improvement. We
assume that unpolarized input beam splits in many sub-beams and that the residual noise pattern is caused by
superposition of sub-beams. We are working on component and system improvements and will use the model to quantify
the impact on high contrast performance.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The SPHERE-ZIMPOL high contrast tests carried out in September 2013 at IPAG, Grenoble, France give a good
assessment of the polarimetric contrast performance of ZIMPOL including the AO and coronagraph performance.
We have demonstrated with realistic system tests that ZIMPOL reaches a contrast better than 10-6 using the foreseen
polarimetric double-difference technique. This is at least one order of magnitude better than any previous high contrast
polarimetry published today. However, the performance is about a factor four less good than expected because of
unforeseen instrumental effects.
Of particular interest is that the polarimetric performance is better if the AO performance is less good and vice versa.
Speckle subtraction by polarimetry suffers mainly by the beam shift effects that are currently under investigation.
Improvements in the correction or calibration of the beam shift effect will in particular help to push the performance for
observations taken under very good AO conditions, long wavelengths and good seeing because these observations are
most affected by the residual speckle pattern.
Using angular differential imaging techniques [31] at the telescope it should be possible to push the polarimetric contrast
limits towards 1×10-7 which would be reachable from day one. It is not excluded that improved data reduction based on
further analysis of the instrument, upgrades of individual components, or more sophisticated observing strategies can
provide in the near future the goal performance contrast of 10-8 for SPHERE-ZIMPOL. However it seems now too
optimistic to hope for such a performance already during the first year(s) of operation of the instrument.
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